Installation of Rollbanner CNFS
Rollbanner CNFSA (aluminium cap),
postersize: 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 or
120 x 200 cm.
Rollbanner CNFSP (plastic endcap),
postersize: 80 x 200 cm.
The Bannersystem is delivered in
a cardboard box (weight: 2,6 kg).
Aluminium endcap
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Do not open the box with a knife
or sizzers!!! You might damage the
transportation bag.

Plastic endcap
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In the packaging you’ll find a
nylon transportation bag in which
the whole system is stored.
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Take the safety pen and stick it in
the hole at the side of the casing.
This will stop the manual from
rolling up again.
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In the transportation bag are:
- Aluminium case with a selftightening roll-up system and
two rotating footpieces;
- 3-piece pole;
- (top) Poster-clamp profile.

On the top-edge of the manual is
an adhesive strip for assembling
the poster onto the system
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At the bottom side of the casing
is a safety pen for stopping the
system from rolling up. Take this
out and lay this within arm’s reach.
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Turn the footpieces at the botomside of the casing for a stable
stand. Pull out the approximately
25 cm of manual that is inside the
casing.
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Make sure the poster is mounted
on as straight as possible, so that
it rolls-up easily and straight into
the casing. Because the adhesive
strip is very sticky, try to do it in as
few attemts as possible.
Now take the top-profile with the
adhesive strip.
ps: this manual continues

10 on the next page.

Check www.HHdisplays.com for more information

Pull away the protection strip (a)
and mount the poster onto the
profile (b). Make sure this is done
perfectly straight.

a

b
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Finaly put the 3-piece pole into the
hole at the topside of the casing.
At the top of the pole there is a
hook on which you can mount the
top-profile
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Now take out the safety pen to
bring back the tension.
IMPORTANT: when you pull out
the pen, make sure something
or somebody stops the poster
from rolling up immediately or
too fast. This can damage the
poster or even the roll-system.

It is possible to change the poster
multiple times, but you’ll have to
use new tape.
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TIP: Doublesided bannertape
(code: BT0) is very suitable for
this kind of applications.

If you are deciding to change
posters every once in a while,
put the pen back where it belongs,
or keep it somewhere else on a
safe place. You’ll be needing this
to take away the tension when
mounting the poster.

Check www.HHdisplays.com for more information

